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Extra-fee Courses

Guest Policy

SAM Study Workshop: Pain Management - The SAM Study
Workshop offers a convenient, one-day solution for fulfilling the
Knowledge Assessment portion of your MC-FP Part I
requirement. This workshop takes you through the 60 core
competency questions to determine the best answer as a group.
Additional registration and $150 fee is required.

Guest attendees cannot attend, purchase, or report CME hours.
Out of consideration of others, please do not bring children to
CME events.

DOT Medical Examiner Training - Effective May 21, 2014, all
healthcare professionals who perform physical examinations and
issue medical certificates for CMV drivers will be required to
completed accredited certification training and pass an
examination. This CME training course conforms to the training
curriculum modules and topics on regulations and guidelines for
conducting CMV driver medical examinations. This is an advanced
level fast-paced course that assumes a prior mastery and skill set
in the basics of history and physical examination techniques.
Additional registration and fee is required. ($325 for AAFP
members and NP’s and PA’s working with AAFP members, $290
for AAFP Resident Members and New Physicians, and $375 for
nonmembers.) Register online at www.iaafp.org.

Session Presentations
Your registration fee includes access to all session presentations.
These are (will be) available at www.nebrafp.org and the NAFP
mobile meeting app through Guidebook. Simply download the
Guidebook app to your smartphone or tablet and after registering
for the conference you will receive the NAFP login code. To
access a session’s presentation, click on the session within the
schedule icon. There will be a link to the CME handouts (if
available) at the bottom of the detailed information page.

Accreditation
The NAFP is accredited by the Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing
medical education (CME) for physicians. Application for CME
credit has been filed with the American Academy of Family
Physicians. Determination of credit is pending. Based upon credit
granted in previous years, the NAFP anticipates approval of 18.50
Prescribed credits for this live activity, the 66th Annual Meeting &
Scientific Assembly, with a beginning date of March 27, 2014.
Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the
extent of their participation in the activity.
The DOT Medical Examiner Training has been reviewed and
approved by the AAFP for up to 4.50 Prescribed credits.
Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the
extent of their participation in the activity.
Upon completion of the MC-FP Part I knowledge assessment,
SAM Study Group - Pain Management on March 27, 2014, and
completion of the MC-FP Part II patient simulation, on your own,
the ABFM will submit a total of 12.00 Prescribed CME credits to
the AAFP on your behalf.
NAFP adheres to the ACCME standards regarding industry
support of CME and disclosure of faculty and commercial support
relationships; if any, they will be made known at the conference

Session Information

Disclaimer

Session listings are available on the NAFP mobile meeting app, the
NAFP website, at the registration desk, and in the official program.
.

The material presented in all sessions is offered solely for
educational purposes. NAFP disclaims any and all claims that may
result from use of information presented in this activity. Material
contained herein may be graphic but is intended for clinical use.

Report Your CME

Report your CME and evaluate speakers directly from the NAFP
mobile app. You may also report your CME online at
www.aafp.org/cme, or by completing the CME Reporting Form
and returning to the NAFP.

It is the policy of NAFP that all CME planning committee
members, collaborators, speakers, and NAFP staff disclose
relationships with commercial entities. Disclosure documents are
reviewed for potential conflicts of interest and if a conflict is
identified, it is resolved prior to confirmation of participation. Only
those participants who have no conflict of interest or who agree
to an identified resolution process prior to their participation
were involved in this CME activity.

